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We now know that our level of 
consumption is not sustainab-
le or transferable to the rest 
of the world. We simply con-
sume too much of the world‘s 
resources and pollute the en-
vironment too. For example, 
in 2008, Europeans used over 
40 kg of material per person 
per day, an Asian only 24 kg, 
and an African less than 15 kg 
(Schmidt-Bleek, Grüne Lügen, 
2014). 

Statements about how much 
of our natural resources a 
country uses for its products 
and services, can be arrived at 
by calculating the difference 
between imports of raw mate-
rials and exports of domestic 
production. Flow models are 
very helpful for organising the 
data fl ow used in these so-
called material balances.
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OVERBURDEN
In this exhibition we look more 
closely at the „indirect material fl ows 
associated to imports,“ and their 
effects on the exporting countries (in 
the diagramme, below left in grey). 
This is understood to mean the total 
amount of substances that are moved 
in the country of origin required to 
obtain the raw materials that we 
import, so for example, the entire 
overburden of mines.

THE MATERIAL TOTAL 
EXPENSES 
This total domestic and foreign 
material cost or material inputs can be 
grouped as in the diagramme on the 
following panel. To assess the overall 
effect properly, the partly non-material 
consequences must also be included in 
the analysis - especially in the country 
of origin - this refers to, for example, 
poisoned rivers or social unrest.

ECONOMY-WIDE MATERIAL BALANCE SCHEME
(excluding air and water in and out fl ows)

Source: Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament … Tackling the 
Challenges in Commodity Markets and on Raw Materials, Brussels, COM(2011) 25 fi nal, Fig. 5.
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– Land
– Air

Footprints:

– Water
– Land
– Carbon

– on the environment
– on society

Impact

INDIRECT RESOURCES
The cost of materials is not only the domestically produced and 
imported raw materials, but also the indirect resources used: 

 Raw material such as the overburden of mines, which is unused 
and left over in the mining area;  

 Biomass, which was used for mine construction, such as the 
forests that were cleared for the mines and the wood that was 
used to build the tunnels and buildings and as fi rewood for the 
miners. 

As for material input (or expense) water must also be include 
for washing the ore from the tailings, throughout the area of the 
mine, which is now no longer available for crops and livestock, as 
well as the energy used for the operation of the facility and the 
transport of ores produced in motors and generators and their 
exhaust gases that pollute the air with CO

2
. “To recover gold, 

around 550,000 times its own weight is usually consumed in 
nature.” In the information and communication technology sector, 
up to 600 kilogrammes of nature is used for a kilogramme of 
product.”

ECOLOGICAL RUCKSACK 
AND SINGLE FOOTPRINTS

The term “ecological rucksack” is used for the biomass and raw 
material, which are used indirectly. The specifi c “footprints” for 
water, land and air use can be calculated, as can the footprints 
for domestic and foreign, direct and indirect consumption of water 
and land; air pollution by greenhouse gases, is expressed as the 
carbon footprint (which, however, contains no other air pollutants). 
This exhibition focuses primarily on the effects on human health 
and the environment, which are diffi cult to measure in terms of 
footprints or rucksacks, in tons, hectares or cubic metres.

ECOLOGICAL FOOTPRINT

A close relative of these approaches is 
the Ecological Footprint. This is a complex 
balance sheet of a person’s or country’s 
consumption, which is established by 
measuring both the biologically productive 
land and water area required to produce 
the resources that they consume and the 
area required to accommodate the waste 
produced. Consumption is given by the formula 
“production + imports - exports”. Unfortunately, 
it does not capture, among other things, the 
indirect material fl ows in imports and their 
impact, which particularly interest us here. 

Then, in the case of a country, this indicator 
is compared to its biocapacity, i.e. its own 
land and water area. The unit of measurement 
used is “global hectares”. The result shows 
how far the people of a country exceed the 
biological capacity available in their country, 
i.e. their non-sustainable “overshoot” or 
overconsumption. For the world as a whole, 
the Ecological Footprint is a very vivid measure 
of the depletion of our planet. We show, in the 
examples that follow, the impact our imports 
have on humans and the environment in the 
exporting countries. This serves as a useful 
complement to the abstract value of the 
Ecological Footprint.

Links:
www.myfootprint.lu
www.footprintnetwork.lu

Source: Schmidt-Bleek, 2014, with own 
modifi cations.
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DEAR VISITOR 

In the following tables we 
show you the consequences 
of our consumption-oriented 
European lifestyle on 
people and the environment 
in the countries of origin 
of „our“ resources. We 
have focused on some 
important raw materials for 
communications and energy 
and take gold, coltan and 
petroleum as examples. We 
show the impact of their 
extraction in the Congo, Peru, 
Ecuador, Nigeria and the 
Arctic.

First, we present known 
models of commodity 
balances and then turn to 
the export countries. Finally, 
we draw conclusions and 
show you what you can do.
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Plastics 
such as PPS, 
ABS-PC and 
epoxy resin

Glass and ceramics

Copper
Copper compounds 

Other metals, such as gold, 
platinum, lead and tin

Silver-, zinc and
nickel compounds 
Iron

Flame resistant 

1 box = 1 percent

What's in a mobile phone?

Illustration: Cyprian Lothringer, www.cyplot.de | Research: Adrian Meyer  | Source: Bitkom; Deutsche Umwelthilfe; Nabu; Gartner; P. Chancerel: “Substance �ow 
analysis of the recycling of small waste electrical and electronic equipment” (2010); Umweltbundesamt; Stiftung Elektro- Altgeräte Register; Bundesverband 
Sekundärrohsto�e; Aurubis; Umicore; own calculations.

Chart source: 
DIE ZEIT N° 28, 4.7.2013

What should you do with your 
old phone?
It is illegal to dispose of a mobile in the rubbish. There are free 
collection points, however.
Manufacturers and distributors, too, are obliged to take phones back.

Other possibilities: 

Environmental organizations also collect old phones. 
NABU, for example, has 350 of its own collection points 
throughout Germany. 

There are websites where you can sell your mobile. 
The o�er price can be calculated online.

There is a vast market in used mobiles, which are 
usually resold, often overseas. 

Display bezel

Earpiece Removable 
front cover

Six screws

C-Cover

Display holder

Speaker cover

LCD screen

Speaker bracket
Display contact

Speaker

Contact plate

Screen and keyboard 
lighting conductor

Back 
cover

Circuit board

Shield
Vibration
motor

Key contact 
sheet

Key contact

Earpiece contact

Display contact

Ringtone 
module

Microphone

Antenna

Battery cover

Unlock
clip

SIM-
card

Battery

System and 
power module 
connector

Contact 
strip

€758
Gold

€122

€147

€90

€0.30
Iron

€47

€912
Tantalum

Copper
Cobalt

Silver

Palladium

The raw material worth of 1000 phones

The metals stuck in a phone are worth about two euros 
per unit, at least, in theory. Despite containing expensive 
rare earth metals such as tantalum (a phone contains 
a fraction of a gram), these metals cannot yet be 
recovered economically. 

 Each year, roughly 10 million mobile phones end up in 
German rubbish bins. This is a scrap quantity of about 
1300 tons. 

10M

1

What happens to old mobiles?
Values in percent

Set aside

Gifted

Not speci�ed

Mobile providers and manufacturers are required to 
accept returned phones

Donated to a good cause

Municipal collection points or recycling centres

Household rubbish

Phones should be recycled because of the precious metals embedded as �llets of 
electronic waste. Because the materials are often found only in very low concentrations, 
complex procedures for recovery are needed. In Europe, there  are only a few companies 
able to extract these precious metals from phone scrap.

Pollutant-containing 
components such as the 
battery and display are 
separated and disposed of 
by hand.

Mobile phones are 
crushed to a coarse 
granule in a shredder.

Magnets separate 
ferrous metals.

Gravity, static electric 
and compressed air 
streams separate 
plastics and aluminum.

The rest is melted and re�ned 
over several stages. 
By-products such as iron 
silicate sand and tin-lead 
alloys are produced. 

The �nal product is almost 
pure raw copper. In these 
so-called anodes there are still 
traces of precious metals.

The anodes are cleaned by 
immersing them in a bath 
of sulphuric acid. In a 
process of electrolysis pure 
copper separates out and 
so-called anode mud drops 
to the �oor. This contains 
valuable metals like gold, 
silver, platinum, palladium 
and rhodium.

Recycling

Bonanza
Each year Germans buy 35 million new 
phones. What happens to the old 
equipment? Many are still discarded - 
illegally - in the rubbish. Stuck in the 
mobile phones is a lot of valuable 
material that can be recycled.

30
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7

1
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3
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Cu
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Copper

The very 
valuable 
material in 
your mobile
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All mobile phones contain around 60 raw materials, including small and minute 
amounts of the coveted metals silver, copper, cobalt and palladium. However, 
the greatest value resides in the tantalum and gold it contains.

TANTALUM 

The commodity value of the tanta-
lum in a thousand mobile phones 
is about €900. Tantalite or tanta-
lum is so sought after because it is 
very resistant to corrosion by ac-
ids and because it softens only at 
very high temperatures. It is consid-
ered a strategic mineral and is used 
worldwide, mainly for the production 

of capacitors in electronic equip-
ment such as mobile phones and in 
computers, game consoles, etc., but 
also as a constituent of alloys in the 
aerospace industry, in weapons sys-
tems and in surgical equipment. Tan-
talum is extracted from coltan, the 
“grey gold”, a blue-black or brown-
red mineral, composed of colombite 
and tantalite.

GOLD
The commodity value of the gold in 
1000 mobile phones is around 750 
euros. The precious metal is a very 
good conductor. Moreover, it does 
not corrode in air, which is important 
for keypads, battery terminals and 

edges of phone circuit boards. A mo-

bile phone contains around 24 milli-

grams of gold; 1,000 tons of mobile 

phone scrap includes around 350 kg 

of gold, which is worth roughly sev-

en million euros. Gold is used widely 

in other areas of electronics and be-

yond, such as in jewellery, as cur-

rency and a store of value, in optics 

and in medicine.

Near East & Africa

North America

Latin America

Europe

Asia-Pacific

Worldwide

2013 2017

2013 2017

4.3 bn 5.1 bn

5 billion mobile phone users in 2017 
Estimated number of mobile phone users worldwide (in millions)

270

415 472

526 671

287 672 728

2,423 2,944

Statista – Das Statisik-Portal
Source: eMarketer

THE GLOBAL BOOM IN MOBILE PHONES
In Europe, in 2013, 672 million people owned a mobile 
phone; the number of mobile phone users worldwide 
will rise to over 5 billion people, by 2017. This 
consumption (and that of other electrical equipment) 
determines the global demand for coltan. It is 
estimated by a number of research institutes that by 
2020 demand will be increasing at a rate of 1,000 tons 
per year.
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  Coltan from
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  Gold from Langa 
Langa in South Kivu, 
D.R. Congo.
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Congo 1:
Blood coltan 
is extracted 
in a climate 
of terror
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The largest deposits of coltan are in Australia, 
Brazil, Canada and the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo where most of the reserves are supposed to 
be. Congo‘s part of the market cannot be accurately 
quantifi ed because the mining is largely artisanal, 
small-scale, often illegal, and occurs under brutal 
conditions. Thus coltan, but also tin, gold and tungsten, 
which are mined in the east of the DRC, are called 
“confl ict minerals” or “blood minerals”: 

This means the coltan mines and trade are controlled 
by militias who, for many years, have maintained a 
reign of terror over the population in eastern DRC. 
The militias come from neighboring Rwanda (FDLR) 
and Uganda, or are rebels (CNDP) who have deserted 
the regular Congolese army and are supported by 
neighboring countries, or armed groups such as the 
Mai-Mai and Interahamwe. Fighting ensues among 
a dozen such groups for the mining regions and the 
profi ts from the blood minerals. Since 1996, the 
confl ict in eastern Congo has cost millions of lives and 
left millions of others refugees. 

The people in the areas under the control of these 
armed groups live in a climate of permanent insecurity, 
in lawless zones, in which these groups ravage with 
impunity. They extort protection money from the local 

population and have been identifi ed as perpetrators of 
grave human rights violations. 

Violence and crime prevail not only around the mines but 
also along the roads. The armed men abuse women and 
children throughout the territory that they control; around 
the pits prostitution and sexual exploitation bloom.

Zongo
Gbadolite

Bunia

Kisangani
Mbandaka

Bomongo

Goma
Bukavu

Uvira

Kalemie

Kamina

Mbuji-Mayi
Kananga

Kinshasa

Matadi

Pweto

Kindu

ZAMBIA

ANGOLA

CABINDA
(Angola)

CONGO

GABON

CAMEROON

CENTRAL AFRICAN REPUBLIC South Sudan

OUGANDA

RWANDA

BURUNDI

TANZANIA

Central-government
controlled part

Rebel and Ugandan
controlled part

Rebel and 
Rwandan 

controlled part

Lubumbashi

Masisi

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC
OF THE CONGO

Coltan

Gold

Copper and cobalt

Diamonds
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Militia men 
in eastern DRC

  One in three women 
in eastern Congo has 
been a victim of rape.

© Fédération des Comités de Solidarité avec l’Afrique sub-saharienne: Afrique, Congo, Guerre, COLTAN … et Ton Mobile, GEO-ATLAS 998 Graphi-Cigne.

Source: www.umoya.org  
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Working 
conditions 
in the mines
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FORCED LABOUR  
The various armed groups and 
soldiers of the regular Congolese 
army control the majority of small-
scale mines, in the regions under 
their authority, the so-called “mines 
in the confl ict zones”. 

Workers recover the minerals with 
very basic tools (bucket, hammer 
and chisel) or even with their hands 
at the surface or in tunnels, guarded 
by foremen or soldiers. They work 
under miserable safety conditions 
- the slopes are slippery, and often 
there are mudslides in the pits and 
tunnels. These regularly cause the 
deaths of dozens of people and 
traumatize those who witness 
the death of their co-workers. The 
miners also suffer from diseases 
that could be avoided with improved 
health and safety. These range 
from irritation of the eyes through 
to respiratory problems and 
cancer, because coltan is slightly 
radioactive. 

Despite the hardships and the risks 
of accidents, wages average less 
than two dollars a day. The non-
governmental organisation, Justice 
Plus, has brought to light cases of 
slave labor, for example, gunmen 
of the FARDC, the Congolese army, 
forcing young people from the 
Walendu Bindi ethnic group, of Bhavi 
village, to dig for gold for them.

CHILD LABOUR
Although the Congolese Labour 
Code stipulates that the legal 
working age is 18 years, children 
and adolescents work in mines; 
some are barely seven years old. 
The armed militias put children 
in mines, because they are better 
able to squeeze through the narrow 
tunnels, due to the small size of 
their bodies. In hundreds of mines 
children extract the coltan with 
their bare hands.
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A ruined 
environment
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The ecosystems in the lawless regions in eastern Congo are part of mankind‘s 
heritage by virtue of the impressive diversity of fl ora and fauna they contain. 
Plenty of literature exists about the consequences of the depletion of raw 
materials on the environment (see box). A report by Oxfam, in March 2008, 
lists among others the following effects: 

• Abandoned unsecured mines: Land given over to the chaotic mining of coltan 
are lost to agriculture and livestock rearing; hills and valleys are turned into 
craters. 

• Degradation of forests: To extract coltan lush forests were being cleared to 
make way for mines or for fi rewood for the miners. 

• Destruction of the animal world: From 2000 to 2001, an estimated 3,700 
elephants, most of the 8,000 gorillas and much of the wildlife was shot to 
feed the miners and their families who had moved in large numbers into the 
National Parks to extract coltan. 

• Water contamination: To remove unwanted material, the ore is submerged in 
water and run through a channel made of wood or corrugated iron, in order 
to determine whether it contains coltan. This leads to a heavy pollution of 
waterways and groundwater. 

The vegetation cover of the Congo Basin acts primarily via evaporation as a 
huge pump, which affects the atmospheric circulation in Central and West 
Africa and up to the Sahel. Similarly to in the Amazon Basin, progressive 
perforation of the vegetation cover weakens the water cycle: The rain forest 
can store less water and evaporate it, leading ultimately to less total rain, 
while increasing erosion. And its ability to retain carbon dioxide decreases.
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 Washing stream

  Coltan surface mining

Publications on the 
environmental consequences 
of overexploitation in Eastern 
Congo: 

Pole Institute, Goma / Congo: Le coltan 
et les populations du Nord-Kivu, 

Reports by Human Rights Watch, 
Amnesty International and Global 
Witness,

Texts in magazines such as “Congo-
Afrique” of CEPAS, Kinshasa,

“L’Afrique des Grands Lacs” year book 
of the “Centre d’Etude de la région des 
Grands Lacs d’Afrique”, University of 
Antwerp.
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  Road to a 
coltan mine in 
eastern Congo.



Mombasa

Columbite and Tantalite are mineral resources found in many parts of the world. However, in the Democratic 
Republic of Congo, illegal coltan extraction only adds to the many other problems and conflicts plaguing the 
region. Coltan has been discovered in many parts of the world including Colombia, Venzuela, Brazil, 
Afghanistan, Finland, the United States, Australia, Canada, Mozambique, Ethiopia, and China. Buyers of coltan 
have been encouraged to avoid purchasing coltan from DRC on ethical grounds.

Source: http://www.tanb.org/tantalum1.html

Coltan is largely mined in the Kivu region of eastern Congo. 
There is a high correlation between the location of conflict 
areas and the main coltan mines. According to figures on 
drc.ushahidi.com, the red dots are where conflicts have 
occurred, while the mining regions are in blue. 

Coltan is transported from the mines, through trading 
towns, to major cities in the region. From there it is 
shipped through ports in Kenya and Tanzania to East 
Asia, for refining, before ending up in electronic devices 
that are exported worldwide.

Source:  blog.appfrica.com/2009/12/08/conspicuous-correlations-coltan-and-crisis-reports, Slightly modified graphic.
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Blood coltan 
trade route
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CONFLICT ECONOMICS AND ILLEGAL 
EXPORTS 
Even more profi table than gold are the mining of and 
trade in “grey gold” or coltan. 

Trade in blood minerals represents a source of revenue 
for armed groups in Congo and neighboring countries, 
which in turn fi nances the confl ict and can generate 
new profi ts. According to a 2001 UN report, coltan is 
smuggled out of by the armies of Uganda, Rwanda, 
Burundi and the Congo. The report estimates the profi t 
these groups make from the mines at $20 million per 
month. The Rwandan army supposedly earned $250 
million from this business between 1998 and 2000. 
Rwanda exports 13% of the coltan on the world market, 
although it has very little coltan itself.

The Congolese state loses out on substantial tax 
revenue because of the armed groups and their coltan 
smuggling.

CONCEALING THE ORIGIN OF BLOOD COLTAN
The armed groups are not brought to justice for their 
violations of basic human rights, either by politicians 
in the region or by the multinationals that procure 
minerals from the Congo for their products. However, a 
UN group of experts on the DRC was able to establish 
the connection between the armed groups, violations 
of human rights, the extraction and export of blood 
minerals and the end products. 

There are no legal instruments with which to trace back 
the supply chain of such raw materials. The companies 
that import confl ict raw materials from the Congo and 
sell them on the world market, can thus disguise their 
origin and claim that their products have no connection 
with the confl ict in the Congo. In the absence of 
traceability they cannot be sued. In a report dated 
October 2002, a UN expert group listed 85 companies 
- mostly European - alleged to have violated OECD 
principles on the activities of multinational corporations 
in confl ict zones (for the coltan in their products), 
including major electronics companies such as Alcatel, 
Apple, Bayer, Ericson, LG, Nokia, Samsung, Sony and 
others.

VISUALIZING 
 AFRICA’S
COLTAN TRADE

Columbite - Tantalite
Mining areas

Conflict area

Major city

Rail road

LEGEND
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Peru 1:
Yanacocha 
and conga 
mining 
projects

MINERA YANACOCHA
Located high in the Andes Mountains 
of Northern Peru and just a few 
kilometers from the regional capital 
of Cajamarca, Minera Yanacocha 
(subsidiary of Newmont Mining 
Corporation) is the largest gold 
producer in Latin America and second 
in the world. 

With three active open pits and using 
a cyanide heap leaching technology, 
production has exceeded 26 million 
ounces1 since the mine opened in 1993. 

The surface of Yanacocha mine site 
is larger than the nearby city of 
Cajamarca with its 210.00 inhabitants.

MINAS CONGA
Minas Conga, an expansion of 
Yanacocha, is a large scale gold and 
copper mining project, aiming at the 
extraction of approximately 1.085 
million tons of mineral and waste rock 
from two open pits with an expected 
19-year life span1. 

The Yanacocha site is situated at 
the source of four river basins that 

supply the water treatment plant of 
El Milagro for the city of Cajamarca’s 
consumption. Conga is located at the 
headwaters of several tributaries of 
the region’s main rivers.

TWENTY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE 
WITH LARGE-SCALE MINING
Based on 20 years of coexistence 
with large-scale mining projects, resi-
dents of local indigenous communities 
are opposed to the Conga project on 
the grounds of risks of water sources 
contamination, destruction of high An-
dean lagoons and biodiversity, as well 
as concerns on access to suffi cient, 
safe and affordable water for farming, 
livestock and human consumption.

Large-scale mining operations arrived 
to Cajamarca in the early 1990s under 
promises of wealth for all and eco-
nomic development for the region. The 
reality shows that the region of Ca-
jamarca has gone from being the 3rd 
poorest region in Peru 20 years ago, to 
presently the poorest2, with the high-
est illiteracy, infant and maternal mor-
tality rates in the country. 

1 Newmont Mining Corporation website www.newmont.com

2 National Institute of Statistics – Peruvian Government May 
2014 www.inei.gob.pe
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  Panoramic view of 
Yanacocha mine
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Peru 2:
“EXTRACTI-
VISMO” –  
A NEOLIBERAL 
ECONOMIC 
MODEL

With the 1980s and 1990s debt 
and fi nancial crisis, Latin American 
economies were compelled to 
liberalise, privatise strategic sectors 
and attract foreign investment.

 The rise of raw material prices and the 
increasing demand coming from Asia 
encouraged the specialisation of this 
resource-rich continent. In 2010, 75% 
of Latin America’s commodity exports 
came from natural resources1. The 
intensive extraction of vast amounts of 
raw materials (minerals, hydrocarbons, 
forestry, etc.), mainly directed to export 
markets, is known in Latin America 
as “extractivismo”. Over the period 
2002-2012, Peru grew an average 
6% annually2, but mineral resources 
represented as much as 60% of its 
exports in 20113.

This export-led growth model makes 
national economies highly dependent 
on foreign consumption, the fl uctuation 
of prices in the international markets 
and imports of manufactured goods. 
The excessive concentration on non 
added-value products for export 
markets becomes then detrimental to 
the diversifi cation and industrialisation 
of the country’s economy.

CAJAMARCA’S ECONOMIC 
CONTEXT
Local communities in Cajamarca region 
(1.520.000 inhabitants4 in 2013) rely 
mainly on agriculture and livestock 
farming for their livelihoods; activities 
which greatly depend on water, land 
and pastures. Agriculture occupies over 
two-thirds of the population. Mining on 
the other hand, employs less than 1% 
of the active population of the region5.

Yet most tax revenues from mining 
operations go to the central 
government without enough allocation 
towards the region for its economic 
development.

Moreover, since the early 1990s, 
Minera Yanacocha has acquired tens 
of thousands of hectares of land, 
becoming the main landowner in the 
Cajamarca region. As of january 2014, 
over a third of Cajamarca’s territory 
was given out to mining concessions6.
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Deforestation of a 300 year-old specimen of 
Lopuna, a tree of great 
mystic and religious importance for the 
Ashaninkas and Yines native population living in 
the Peruvian Andes. Deforestation is a leading 
cause of global climate change.

  The Kukama Community of Cuninicu, 
a village along the Cuninicu creek, which 
feeds into the Marañon, was affected 
by a huge oil spill uncovered almost two 
months ago on the Northern Peruvian 
Pipeline. An area of at least 4 kilometres 
is completely covered with crude and oil 
stains can be seen going at least 2 meters 
up the tree trunks.
The Kukama people traditionally eat fi sh 
three times a day, and they realize this 
disaster will be part of their struggle for 
life from now on.
Foto taken 8 sept. 2014.

1 UNCTAD The State of Commodity Dependence 2012  

2 IMF Survey Magazine: Countries & Regions February 2013
3 Macroconsult 2011; study elaborated for the Sociedad Nacional de Minería, 

Petróleo y Energía www.snmpe.org.pe
4 Instituto Nacional de Estadística e Informática – Gobierno del Perú 2013 

www.inei.gob.pe
5 Instituto Nacional de Estadística e Informática – Gobierno del Perú 2010 

www.inei.gob.pe
6 Instituto Geológico Minero y Metalúrgico INGEMMET –  Gobierno del Perú 

2014 www.ingemmet.gob.pe
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site
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Peru 3:
YANACOCHA: 
THE WATER 
ISSUE

The mineral extraction process in 
an open-pit mining operation such 
as Yanacocha requires enormous 
amounts of water and expansive 
areas of land. This water is obtained 
from rivers and lagoons near to the 
projects at a rate of thousands of 
liters per second. 

During mining operations, earth 
containing minerals is removed and 
brought to surface. Its contact with 
rainwater results in contaminating 
sulfi des that run down the river 
basins altering the quality of surface 
waters. 

In addition, effl uents from gold 
mining operations regularly contain 
a long list of toxic chemical 
substances.

These facts considerably 
increase the risk of groundwater 
contamination due to the infi ltration 
of cyanide and heavy metal solutions 
coming from the wastewater of the 
heap leaching process.

Parts of Cajamarca have 
contaminated water coming out of the 
tap or experience daily long hours of 
water shortage on an irregular basis, 
as its availability depends on the 
mining operations at Yanacocha site.

Nevertheless, an Environmental 
Impact Assessment on Conga’s 
project, that lacked a complete 
hydrogeological study, was approved 
by the central government in 2010. 
This decision raised popular concern 
and upheaval about the priorities of 
the political power and its complicity 
with private companies.

Destroyed lagoons and rivers would 
be replaced by artifi cial reservoirs 
with a pump system for water supply 
service to the population. However, 
its technical operation once the 
mining activities close down, brings 
the sustainability of the system into 
question. 

MINERA YANACOCHA 
CORPORATE SOCIAL 
REPONSIBILITY?
Reduction or disappearance of 
water sources; infi ltration of 
cyanide and heavy metals in 
ground waters; mercury leak and 
poisoning of over 1.000 people; 
death of 35.000 trouts; cattle 
poisoned by contamination of an 
irrigation canal…

“To divide to better reign”: the 
company has a long record 
of incidents and applies a 
systematic strategy of denial, 
dealing with complaints in an 
isolated way and encouraging 
extra-judiciary settlements.

  Tap water 
not safe to 
drink! Town 
of Celendín

  Alto Peru 
Lagoons
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Lagoons

  Tap water not safe 
to drink! Town of 
Celendín
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Peru 4:
SOCIAL 
MOBILISATION

Jaime Lozano Infante
Guardian of the Lagoon

  Demonstration against 
Conga project

Jaime, a 40-year old secondary 
school teacher from Huasmín hamlet, 
remembers the promises of “wealth 
for all in the region” when Yanacocha 
project began its operations. However, 
after 9 years working in the Peruvian 
Amazon, he found a very bleak picture 
of socio-environmental confl icts, failed 
promises by corrupt leaders and an 
enormous discontent among the local 
population, on his return to Cajamarca 
in 2009. 

Jaime then joined a small group 
of committed citizens that would 
go around towns and villages to 

sensitise about the environmental 
impact of mining projects. The social 
movement grew as the demand for 
information by the population and the 
abuses committed by the company 
and the forces of order increased. 
In the autumn 2011, the movement 
known as “Guardians of the Lagoons” 
mobilised thousands of citizens from 
different provinces and established a 
watch system to protect the lagoons 
from the mining company. 

On November 29th 2011, Jaime, 
among other leaders, was mediating 
with the Police at the Guardians camp 

in the Perol Lagoon when the Special 
Forces attacked the camp with tear 
gas and gunfi re injuring 19 people and 
handicapping for life two Guardians. 
Two months later, Jaime participated 
in the March for Water that walked 
from Cajamarca to Lima (850 km) and 
gathered 15.000 people in the main 
square of the capital. In spite of the 
contempt from the government to 
the cause, he continues committed 
to the cause for the sake of future 
generations.

MASSIVE SOCIAL PROTEST 
AGAINST THE CONGA 
PROJECT
The Peruvian government’s approval 
of the Conga project in 2010, led to 
a massive social protest that put the 
operations temporarily on hold.

In November 2011 thousands of 
people gathered at the Perol Lagoon, 
a water source at risk of becoming a 
2km-wide 700m-deep open pit with 
Conga operations.  They called for 
the cancellation of the project.

In spite of the temporary suspension, 
mining operations continued at 
Conga’s site. 

“GUARDIANS OF THE LAGOONS”
As a popular reaction, local 
organisations resolved to camp near 
the high-altitude Mamacocha and 
Blue Lagoons. Organised in rotating 
shifts by committed citizens, they 
would watch over Minera Yanacocha 
works, protecting the lagoons 

from a potential intervention of the 
company.

This social movement was named 
the “Guardians of the Lagoons” 
and currently continues its social 
engagement for water.
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  Guardians camp
 March to protect El Perol Lagoon

  Guardians 
from El 
Alumbre at 
Laguna Negra
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Peru 5:
REPRESSION 
AND 
CRIMINALI-
SATION

  Anti-riot Police preventing 
demonstrators to access 
lagoons

The disposession of 
Máxima Chaupe 
For the past few years, Máxima 
Chaupe and her family have 
suffered constant threats 
and harassment from Minera 
Yanacocha and the Peruvian 
State. Máxima refuses to give 
up her two-decade old property, 
located in the area of the Conga 
mining project.

In August 2011, security staff 
of Minera Yanacocha and 
Special Forces of the Peruvian 
police burst into the Chaupe 
family’s property without legal 
warrant, destroying and burning 
their house and personal 
belongings. The family was 
brutally beaten up and forced to 
abandon its land. 

The Chaupe’s complaint against 
the mine was immediately 
dismissed. On the contrary, 
the mining company pressed 
charges against Máxima for 
illegal appropriation of the mine’s 
property. In spite of having 
valid property titles, Máxima 
was condemned to prison 
sentence and to payment of 
a compensation to the mining 
company. The sentence has 
been appealed and Máxima is the 
object of a large international 
support campaign. 
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CRIMINALISATION
Opposition against Conga project 
gathered momentum with the 
indefi nite regional strike of late 
2011. The government replied 
with the declaration of the state 
of emergency, the martial law and 
the suspension of civil liberties. In 
the following months, hundreds of 
farmers, human rights defenders 
and community leaders involved 
in the protests were under 
criminal investigation for false or 
disproportionate charges with heavy 
prison sentences.

POLICE VIOLENCE
Excessive police violence to repress 
the demonstrations has been 
reported repeatedly. In July 2012, 
fi ve protesters were shot dead 
by police forces and hundreds of 
others wounded in the lagoons and 
towns. In order to weaken the right 
to protest, legislative changes have 
been approved to allow police to use 
weapons of war and brutal force 
without fear of legal responsibilities. 
The army can also assist the 
police without need for a state of 
emergency declaration.

MERCENARY POLICE
Moreover, the new legislation allows 
private companies such as Minera 
Yanacocha to hire soldiers and 
police offi cers - in uniform and with 
their service weapons- for private 
missions during their off-duty time. 
As a consequence, local populations 
perceive the forces of order as biased, 
which increases their feeling of legal 
insecurity.

Social protests continue to be brutally 
repressed.
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  Funerary procession 
for demonstrators 
killed by the Police in 
Celendín

  Máxima Chaupe
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Nigeria 1
Oil 
production 
in swamps 
and 
rainforest 

Further information at www.overconsumption.eu

  Fisherman on an oil 
polluted river

The Niger Delta in southern 
Nigeria in a broad sense includes 
nine states with some 35 
million inhabitants in an area 
of around 75,000 km2 - it is 
extremely densely populated 
(over 450 inhabitants / km2). 
Behind a sandy coastline on the 
Atlantic there are mangrove 
swamps followed by freshwater 
marshes and then, fi nally, rain 
forest. Traditionally, most people 
were fi shermen and farmers. 
But for over 50 years oil has 
been produced in this water-rich 
region, without regard for the 
environment and human rights; 
it is one of the most oil-polluted 
region’s on Earth.

The situation resembles that of the 
Amazon region of Ecuador. A report 
by the UN Development Programme 
lists well over 6,000 oil spills in the 
Niger Delta between 1976 and 2001, 
with some three million barrels of 
oil leaking into the environment. Of 
this, only about 30% was recovered. 
Environmental groups put the fi gure 
higher, at over 300 per year, i.e. hardly 
a day goes by without an oil spill. 

The health and the economic 
livelihood of the local population is 
under threat. Fishing and agriculture 
are hardly possible as both surface 
and ground water have high 
concentrations of hydrocarbons. 
Benzene levels in drinking water are 
900 times higher than the standard 
set by the World Health Organization 
and 1000 times higher than that 
of the Nigerian government. Oil 
leaks are often set on fi re; oil fi re 
damage to vegetation is signifi cant. 

The communities lack safe drinking 
water, health centres, schools 
and access roads as well as work 
environment. 

Oil companies - among others 
Shell, ChevronTexaco, Exxon, Agip 
- save maintenance costs for the 
pipelines and still burn off half the 
gas exiting at the same time as 
the oil, even though it harms the 
health of residents and is clearly 
prohibited in Nigerian law. Amnesty 
International notes in a report that 
the Shell Petroleum Development 
Company (SPDC) is responsible for 
most violations of human rights. 
SPDC and other oil companies give 
the residents of the municipalities 
no information on the impact of oil 
exploration on their health and their 
economic situation. However, the 
state leaves the confrontation with 
the oil companies largely to local 
residents.

Map of the Niger Delta 
region with boundary of oil-
producing region 

Source: © Wikipedia, own additions.
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In oil-rich 
Nigeria
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  Oil has fl owed 
onto this farmer’s 
cassava fi elds from 
a spill, fl ooding and 
destroying her crops. 
Upset, she races out, 
machete in hand, to 
see what’s going on.

“Since about 11:30 PM last 
night when this fi re outbreak 
occurred we have not slept 
till now. As you can see how 
our house is surrounded by 
crude oil. That is why we are 
very much uncomfortable 
and apprehensive. We tried to 
relocate the children, but it 
was not easy. All of us here in 
the impacted area kept vigil 
last night. Even now the fear is 
there that if nothing is done to 
stop the fi re, it might spread to 
this side and our house will be 
consumed. That, I think, would 
be worse. Now again, we are 
faced with fi re from the same 
crude oil spill. Right now, there 
is nothing in my mind how to 
escape the danger posed by the 
raging fi re; practically nothing. 
The authorities should please do 
something to save us from this 
problem of oil spill/fi re…”

Oil provides about 90% of 
Nigeria’s exports and about 80% 
of its government revenues. 
The central government 
has supported unhindered 
continuous oil production and 
favorable funding conditions, 
in the “national interest”. The 
state itself and many offi cials 
are involved in joint ventures in 
the oil business.2

An eyewitness account 
from Mrs Patience 
Freeborn:

The writer, Ken Saro-Wiwa, was a symbolic 
fi gure for the situation in the Niger Delta. 
A founder of the “Movement for the Survival 
of the Ogoni People,” which demanded 
decision-making powers and revenue, jobs 
and development projects, he was accused 
and convicted in a show trial for murder, and 
hanged, along with eight others, on 10th 
November, 1995.3
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  Mrs. Patience 
Freeborn, her 
husband and 
their children 
in Ikarama. 
Behind them, 
the fi re caused 
by the oil leak.

  A generation of 
palm trees in 
the Niger Delta, 
fl ooded by oil 
and burnt by 
fi re.

Source:
1 Niger Delta Human Development Report, UNDP, 2006.
2 Nigeria: Oil Pollution, Politics and Policy, Environmental Rights 

Action/Friends of the Earth Nigeria and Oilwatch Africa, Oct. 
2012.

3 Nigeria: Petroleum, Pollution and Poverty in the Niger Delta, 
Amnesty International, London, 2009.

“The loss of the once vibrant agricultural and fi shing sectors and very limited 
access to benefi ts from today’s oil resources have set the stage for violence 
in the region. [...] Ethnic militias have emerged to take the law into their own 
hands, practicing a kind of jungle justice.”1 
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Ecuador 1:
The creeping 
oil spill in 
the rainforest

Further information at www.overconsumption.eu

  Texaco has left about 
1,000 such unlined oil 
pits („piscinas“) in the 
Amazon rainforest of 
Ecuador.

“When we arrived here, there 
was enough hunting and fi shing, 
and nature offered us enough 
to live on. But the oil changed 
our lives. We were told it 
would strengthen our economy 
and it would also be good for 
rheumatism. This convinced us, 
but the reality was different. 

They sprinkled the streets with 
oil as if it were asphalt. They 
poured toxic wastewater into 
the rivers; much wildlife and 
livestock died. There were fewer 
and fewer fi sh and increasing 
numbers of animals were 
born with defects. At fi rst, we 
thought it was a curse from 
God, but when we discovered 
that oil was the cause, and 
protested, they ignored us. All 
the oil on the streets fl owed 
into the streams and caused 
damage to this day, just like the 
oil in their piscinas. 

At the end of the day, to us 
farmers and indigenous people, 
the oil means poverty, misery 
and disease; black gold is the 
Amazon’s curse.”

In 1967 Texaco began extracting 
oil in a 10,000 km2 concession in 
the Amazon region of Ecuador. It is 
considered to have resulted in the 
largest environmental disaster caused 
by any oil company in Latin America. 
Texaco “disposed of“ approximately 
64 million litres of oil and 76 billion 
gallons of toxic wastewater into rivers 
and lakes, and left over a thousand 
unlined pits full of oil sludge and toxic 
water1.

In December 2013, a team of experts 
from the American engineering fi rm 
Louis Berger Group, Inc., found2. 
that Texaco’s oil production had not 
complied with the environmental 
standards of Ecuador, the concession 
contract nor internationally 
accepted delivery standards. This 
led to contamination of the soil, 
the rivers and their sediments 
and the groundwater over several 
square kilometres in the vicinity and 
downstream of the well sites with 
illness-causing, and particularly 
carcinogenic substances. These 
substances are still present today 
and spreading.

The Frente de Defensa de la Amazonia 
took soil and water samples, in 2013, 
in 18 de noviembre municipality within 
1 km of the Pozo Shushifi ndi 61 oil 
production facility (where there were 
two piscinas and gas fl ares)3. They 
found concentrations of the toxic 
heavy metals cadmium and nickel, 
as well as hydrocarbons far above 

the permitted limits established in 
Ecuador. The rivers are inimical to life 
due to the contamination and very 
low oxygen content. Local residents 
of this oil production facility complain 
especially of health problems such 
as skin fungus, breathing diffi culties, 
intestinal infections and cancer, the 
loss of livestock and the decline of 
agricultural yields.

The medical organization Medicus 
Mundi concluded in 2000 that in the 
adjacent production site in the San 
Carlos region the risk of dying from 
cancer was three and a half times 
higher than in Quito, and that the rate 
of miscarriage was two and a half 
times higher1.

Alejandro Soto 
One of the victims of the oil spills, 
from 18 de noviembre municipality:

Esmeraldas

SetePipeline

Lago Agrio

Chevron Texaco’s
Ecuador 
oil operations
(1964-1992)
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Map of Ecuador with Texaco’s concession area 
(light green) and its oil fi elds (brown).

1 ASTM (Ed.): Regenwald und Menschenrechte, Luxembourg 2010

2 Louis Berger Group (Ed.): A Rejoinder to Criticisms ..., New Jer-
sey/USA, Dec. 16, 2013 (Response on behalf of the State of 
Ecuador to studies commissioned by ChevronTexaco)

3 FDA: Levantamiento de Informacion de un Passivo Ambiental, 
Lago Agrio, 2013
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  Donald Moncayo (FDA) 
stands on a hidden 
“piscina”, covered with 
earth.

DAVID AND GOLIATH
This damage to the environment and to the population’s 
health, led 30,000 people to sue Texaco in New York, 
in 1993. The Frente de Defensa de la Amazonia was 
set up as their formal representative structure, the 
following year. The lawsuit against ChevronTexaco was 
presided over by the Supreme court in Lago Agrio as of 
May 2003 (by this time, Texaco had been swallowed up 
by Chevron). On the basis of various expert reports, the 
court ruled on 14th February 2011 that ChevronTexaco 
pay compensation of US$ 8 billion for the cleaning of 
soil and rivers in the region, an amount later upped to 
US$ 9.5 billion. 

ChevronTexaco did not recognize the judgment, claiming 
the trial was not fair and secured an injunction from the 
court in New York such that the penalty imposed by the 
Ecuadorian court was rendered unenforceable in the 
United States or any other country in the world. In early 
October 2012, after appeals at all instances of the US 
justice system, ChevronTexaco’s request to invalidate 
the Ecuadorian judgment, on the grounds it prejudiced 
the sovereignty of another country, was rejected by the 
Supreme Court. Meanwhile, Chevron (2013 turnover US$ 
229 billion, profi ts US$ 21.4 billion dollars) is still trying 
to slander its adversary and refuses any payment. In the 

same month, the Lago Agrio court ruled that Chevron 
Corporation assets should be seized in countries with 
which Ecuador has a Mutual Legal Assistance Treaty. 
A trial in Argentina has failed so far, while an appeals 
court in Ontario, Canada, in December 2013, allowed the 
confi scation of Chevron property in Canada. 

A PRECEDENT WITH A GLOBAL IMPACT 
Chevron has left its footprint not only on Ecuador, but 
worldwide is associated with oil disasters. A global anti-
Chevron network has formed (see www.antichevron.
com). The Texaco trial is the largest claim in the 
developing world against an oil company. The outcome 
of this process will greatly infl uence to what extent oil 
companies respect the environmental and human rights 
of their host countries (see www.fda.org.ec).

Soil samples taken as evidence in 
the Texaco trial

Shushufi ndi, 4th – 27th July, 2005.

Sarayaku - symbol of resistance
Another example of resistance against the oil 
companies in Ecuador is the Kichwa community 
of Sarayaku in the province of Pastaza. The 
approximately 2,000 people have so far 
successfully resisted an oil extraction on their 
territory (see www.sarayaku.com).

  Since 2003, the FDA has 
helped the court to fi nd 
sites of contaminated soil 
samples.
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  The Leiv Eiriksson off the 
coast of Greenland. Operated 
by Cairn Energy it is the only 
rig in the world currently 
set to begin new deep sea 
drilling in the Arctic making 
it a clear and present 
danger to the pristine arctic 
environment.

Kumi Naidoo, 
Executive Director of Greenpeace 
International

“The Arctic is a unique and 
vulnerable environment. As well 
as being home to many species 
and the four million people who 
live there, the region plays a 
critical role in regulating the 
global climate. But the Arctic is 
under threat, e.g. from climate 
change and oil companies looking 
to drill in the dangerous waters of 
the Arctic Ocean.

The melting of the Arctic sea ice 
matters to everyone because 
the Arctic acts as the world’s 
refrigerator. Greenpeace demands 
immediate action to protect 
the Arctic. A sanctuary in the 
uninhabited area around the 
pole would stop the polluters 
without infringing on the rights of 
indigenous communities.”

THE “INVISIBLE HAND” AND THE GLOBAL COMMONS
Ugo Bardi cites Garrett Hardin* to il-
lustrate what is in store for the Arc-
tic, the climate or any other global 
commons, when left to the fate of the 
“invisible hand of the market” and its 
strongest actors: 

A sheep pasture is jointly owned by a 
group of shepherds; each of them can 
use the pasture indefi nitely and with-
out additional costs. However, there 
is a maximum number of sheep that 
can graze on the pasture sustain-
ably. If this number is exceeded, the 
pasture will become overgrazed. With 
many independent actors involved, 
a conventional economic model as-
sumes that the “invisible hand” of the 
market would lead to optimum graz-

ing conditions. Achieving the optimum 
condition turns out to be problematic, 
however, when each tries to maxim-
ise their profi t. Starting with only a 
few sheep per shepherd, the pasture 
provides less than its potential maxi-
mum income. So every shepherd will 
profi t if each one adds another sheep 
to their fl ock. At some point, the total 
number of sheep grazing on the pas-
ture reaches the maximum number 
that can be fed in a sustainable man-
ner. From this point on, each additional 
sheep reduces the overall yield of the 
system. Unfortunately, it is advanta-
geous nonetheless, from the perspec-
tive of each individual shepherd, to en-
large his fl ock of sheep, because the 
additional damage caused is shared 
collectively among all the shepherds, 
while the additional profi t accrues to 
the individual shepherd alone. As every 
shepherd arrives at the same conclu-
sion, the result is that the total num-
ber of sheep exceeds the limit of sus-
tainable management. As a result, in 
the end the grazing land is destroyed 
due to overuse. 

* from Garrett Hardin’s “The Tragedy of the Commons”, 1968, in: 
Science 162 (3859), cited in: Ugo Bardi: The Plundered Planet, A 
Report to the Club of Rome, Munich, 2013, text shortened.
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  Greenpeace activists 
during an action in 
the fjord at Ölen near 
Haugesund, Norway. 
Drilling rig West Alpha, 
commissioned by 
ExxonMobil, is being 
prepared for extreme oil 
drilling in the Arctic.



Conclusion 1
Excessive consumption 
of raw materials 

In 2007, 66 billion tonnes of resources were extracted 
worldwide; this includes bulk material such as sand 
and gravel (with the highest weighting), biomass such 
as wood or grain, fossil fuels such as coal and oil and 
minerals (Tukker et al., 2014). 

This level of consumption of natural resources is 
excessively high and is unevenly distributed:

EVER FASTER CONSUMPTION OF GLOBAL 
RESOURCES
19th August 2014 is Earth Overshoot Day, the date 
when humanity has exhausted nature’s budget for 
the year. As natural resources are depleted, this date 
has shifted steadily forward in recent years. While it 

was on 21st October in 1993, by 2003 it was on 22nd 
September, and in 2013 it had reached 20th August 
(www. footprintnetwork.org). 

The chart shows the uneven resource consumption in 
2007, in tonnes per inhabitant. The global average stood 
at 10 tonnes, while in the richest European countries 
it stood at over 30 tonnes (Ireland had a construction 
boom in 2007). This is partly because many countries 
have large reserves of resources per capita and others 
less, on the other hand it is also because, since colonial 
times, industrialised nations especially have acquired 
many of the world‘s natural resources through force or 
markets.

The following table shows the balance of trade of raw 
materials for the EU, the USA and China with other 
groups of countries (in billion tonnes): The EU imported 
on balance (imports - exports) about 1.6 bn tonnes from 

the Asia-Pacifi c countries (APAC excluding China), 0.6 bn 
tonnes from China (CN), 1 bn tonnes from Latin America 
(LAT), 0.4 bn tonnes from the Middle East (Middle East, 
ME) and 0.8 billion tonnes from Africa.

For this purpose, the Sri Lankan climate scientist 
Muhan Munasinghe, University of Manchester (2011): 
«Sustainable global development is only then, when 
the richest 1.2 billion people also participate. Although 
they make up only 20 percent of the world population, 
they consume 80 percent of the resources and 

cause 75 percent of emissions. Their lifestyles have 
exacerbated poverty, climate change and resource 
scarcity.» He therefore calls for the «Millennium 
Consumption Goals», i.e. a cap on consumption of raw 
materials (www.millenniumconsumptiongoals.org). 
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Conclusion 2 Our grey emissions

Weitere informationen: www.overconsumption.eu

Greenhouse gas emissions are 
a good indicator of this unequal 
consumption of resources, 
specifi cally including the grey or 
embodied emissions, which are in 
imported goods (minus exports); 
whereas the Kyoto counting 
method attributes the emissions 
to the country of production, the 
consumer-oriented approach 
attributes them to the country of 
consumption. Since the emissions 
are embodied in the imported or 
exported goods, about a quarter 
of total emissions shift countries 
according to the method used.
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EU-15 3,339 4,120 781

EU-12 720 702 -18

EU-27 4,059 4,823 764

OECD* 8,369 9,293 924

BRIC 10,254 8,368 -1,886

Rest of 
the World 6,195 6,393 198

World 28,877 28,877 0
* without the EU-27 
Source: B, BOITIER: CO

2
 emissions production-based accounting 

vs consumption, 2012, CO
2
 -2009 fi gures from: The World Input 

Output Databases, www,wiod,org

The above world map shows the fl ows of emissions in million tonnes of 
CO

2
-equivalents, which were embedded in goods imported and exported in 

2007. The global sum of all greenhouse gases amounted to 38 giga tonnes 
of CO

2
-eq. In Europe they were about a quarter (1.6 Gt) higher if you count 

the grey emissions in imported (minus exported) goods. These came mainly 
from China (0.67) and other Asian countries (0.79). China exported 2 Gt of 
CO

2
-eq more than it imported - mainly to Europe (0.67) and North America 

(0.47) as well as other Asian countries (0.41). 

The excessive and unequal distribution of consumption has structural 
causes rooted in our economic system:

“The fundamental evil of our economy is that it forces us to spoil the 
environment and afterwards spend a lot of money in order repairing it. We 
consume far too many resources for everything. Each pair of jeans uses up 
32 kilogrammes of nature - even without water. Producing a car requires 
30 tonnes of material. (F. Schmidt-Bleek, in: Die Presse, Vienna, 08.16.14)

“The problem is ... our economic model not only allows for but thrives on 
what is essentially a collective free ride on the back of natural capital. In 
the long run ... it boils down to the plundering of global natural resources. 
This makes the preservation of our livelihood more diffi cult. So long as the 
policy makers ... see the world through the lens of economic capital alone 
..., the damage done to human, social and natural capital will go unnoticed. 
A change of course in the right direction is thus ruled out “(from: Chandran 
Nair, Hong Kong: Die Mutter allen Kapitals, in: Le Monde diplomatique 10457 
of 11.07.2014.).

EU – Carbon Footprint
7.7 Giga tonnes

0.07

0.1

0.79

0.67

0.09

0.08

Net Trade:
+1.6 Giga tonnes

Domestic Emissions:
6.1 Giga tonnes

USA – Carbon Footprint
7.5 Giga tonnes

Domestic
Emissions:
6.4 Giga tonnes

0.06

0.090.3

0.47

0.06 0.06 0.410.06

0.06

0.11

0.09

Net Trade:
+1.1 Giga tonnes

China – Total Emissons: 
7.3 Giga tonnes

Net Trade:
-2.0 Giga tonnes

Domestic Emissions:
9.3 Giga tonnes

Source: Tukker, A. et al: The Global Resource Footprint of Nations (CREEA Project), Leiden … 2014



Conclusion 3 The role of multinationals

Further information at www.overconsumption.eu

As we have seen, neither the invisible hand of the market nor the 
profi t motive give rise to a sustainable use of natural resources, 
the global commons and respect of human rights. The most 
infl uential actors are multinational corporations, and therefore they 
need political rules and guidelines to be set.

In most cases, they give back very little money to the mining 
regions and the host country, but they leave a lot of poison and 
waste – and the extracted wealth is exported. They know how 
to avoid taxes in the exporting country and to shift profi ts to tax 
havens. Besides, many exporting countries are too weak to enforce 
their own laws against multinational corporations locally, and, both 
at the mines and at the national level are prone to corruption. 

Nowadays, many companies have voluntarily committed to 
environmentally and socially responsible actions. However, in 
practice, such obligations are of use to the company’s image, but 
produce only the minimum mandatory benefi ts.

The Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI, www.eiti.
org) is a consortium of companies, governments, investors, NGOs 
and international organizations working to improve openness and 
accountable management of revenues from natural resources on a 
voluntary basis. The global network, Publish What You Pay (www.
publishwhatyoupay.org) is also involved, pushing for more stringent 
reporting standards.

RECOMMENDATIONS
• Voluntary commitments are uniformly 

defi ned and binding (outside the EU, as 
well).

• The affected states ratify and apply 
Convention 169 of the International Labour 
Organization.

• The EU Commission adopts a directive 
that obliges extractive companies to 
be transparent about their receipts and 
payments outside the EU.

“A more farsighted solution would be a 
hefty tax by the state on access to natural 
resources” (Chandran Nair, 2014)

“We also need ... prices that refl ect the actual 
costs incurred by a product of the environment. 
This can be achieved entirely through taxes.” 
(M.Munasinghe, 2011)

“The government could modify the tax system. 
Who says that the bulk of government revenue 
must be paid by the working population? You 
could also require much less in labour taxes 
and levy taxes on the rare natural resources.” 
(F. Schmidt-Bleek, 2014)



• We can consume less and more conscientiously, 
favouring more durable products; we do not always need 
the newest model when the item we have still serves 
our purposes.

• We can produce less waste and separate it so that as 
much of it as possible can be recycled.

• We can learn more about the footprints of the products 
we buy and reduce our footprint.

• We can keep up to date on topics such as criticism of 
consumerism and economic models, which rely more on 
material cycles than growth. 

• We can write to the banks and other institutions in 
which we have invested money to confi rm they are 
not funding any projects that violate environmental, 
labour and human rights and that returns have not been 
achieved at the cost of people or the environment.

• We can engage through non-governmental 
organizations, at the heart of our community or in 
political parties for sustainable procurement, saving 
resources and ecological tax reform.

• We can donate fi nancially to civil society organizations 
that defend environmental, labour and human rights, 
with respect to mining projects; and, we can donate our 
time by participating in acts of solidarity and calls to 
mobilise politically.

The following non-governmental organizations contributed to this exhibition:

ASTM / Klima-Bündnis Lëtzebuerg
www.astm.lu / 

www.klimabuendnis.lu

Friends of the Earth-CEPA / Slovakia
www.priateliazeme.sk/cepa

Greenpeace Luxemburg
www.greenpeace.org/luxembourg

Fedepaz / Peru
www.fedepaz.org

FDA / Ecuador
www.fda.org.ec

L U X E M B O U R G  

Conclusion 4
What can we do as citizens, 
customers and consumers?

... and renowned photographers, such as Jacob Holdt and Mark Craemer, 
as well as the participants of the study tour to Peru in June 2014, which 

was part of the “From Overconsumption to Solidarity” project.

Further information at www.overconsumption.eu

The exhibition was co-fi nanced by EuropeAid: http://ec.europa.eu/europeaid


